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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention is directed to multi-dimensional analysis of measured cell characteristics and in particular to a system, method and article for detecting abnormal cells in a test set of cells using multi-dimensional analysis of cell characteristics measured using flow cytometry.

Description of the Related Art


[0003] Multi-parameter flow cytometry is currently used to detect a variety of leukemias. However, current techniques require that time consuming data analysis be performed by a professional, namely someone well versed in both flow cytometry and hematopathology, such as a doctor. There is a long learning process required to educate a professional to make the distinction between normal and abnormal cell populations. In addition, when flow cytometry is used to monitor a patient’s response to therapy, conventional techniques require the use of patient-specific panels for detecting residual disease.

[0004] Accordingly, there remains a need in the art for technology to improve accuracy of detection and simplify data analysis. The present invention may fulfill this and other needs.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Embodiments of the present invention are:

1. A diagnostic system comprising means to carry out a method of characterizing a test set of biological cells, comprising:
   a) mapping each cell in the test set of biological cells to a corresponding point in an n-dimensional space, wherein n≥3 using a defined protocol wherein at least some of the n-dimensions are fluorescent intensity data of the cells, the corresponding points forming a test set of points;
   b) comparing the test set of points to a defined set of clusters of normal biological cells, i.e. a defined set of normal clusters, in the n-dimensional space, wherein each cluster in the defined set of normal clusters corresponds to a maturation level within a cell lineage, and wherein for the set of normal clusters, a reference centroid line and a radius are defined, the reference centroid line and the radius forming various cluster shapes, wherein the reference centroid line for the set of clusters is based on a set of reference points, and wherein the radius is a function of a position on the reference centroid line, wherein the reference centroid line and the radius are adjusted in an iterative manner using at least one of statistical analysis and user input, wherein the adjusting includes determining a distance from an identified centroid point of each cluster and a nearest point on the reference centroid line;
   c) determining for each point of the test set of points based on the determined reference centroid line and radius whether it is outside the defined set of normal clusters based on the comparison; and
   d) characterizing the test set of biological cells based at least in part on a determination of an amount of abnormal cells in the test set of biological cells based on the determination of step c).
2. The diagnostic system of embodiment 1 wherein the reference centroid line for the set of clusters is based on a set of reference points and on centroid points of the clusters in the set of normal clusters.

3. The diagnostic system of embodiment 1, which is for diagnosing cancer and comprises, in addition to the steps of embodiment 1, steps as follows:

   exposing each cell in a normal set of biological cells to a plurality of four or more reagents using a first protocol;
   measuring a corresponding plurality of fluorescence intensities of each cell in the normal set of biological cells using a second protocol;
   mapping each cell in the normal set of biological cells to a corresponding point in an n-dimensional space based at least in part on the measured plurality of fluorescence intensities of the cell in the normal set of biological cells, wherein the corresponding points form a normal set of points, wherein defining the reference centroid line and radius for the set of normal clusters is based on the mapping of the normal set of points in the n-dimensional space;
   exposing each cell in the test set of biological cells to the plurality of reagents using the first protocol;
   measuring a corresponding plurality of fluorescence intensities of each cell in the test set of biological cells using the second protocol;
   mapping each cell in the test set of biological cells to a corresponding point in an n-dimensional space based at least in part on the measured plurality of fluorescence intensities of the cell in the test set of biological cells, wherein the corresponding points form a test set of points; comparing the test set of points to the set of normal clusters; and
   characterizing and diagnosing the test set of biological cells based on the comparison.

4. The diagnostic system of embodiment 1, further comprising the step of:

   mapping each cell in a normal set of biological cells to a corresponding point in an n-dimensional space using the defined protocol, wherein the corresponding points form a normal set of points, wherein defining the reference centroid line and radius for the set of normal clusters in the n-dimensional space is based on the mapping of the normal set of points in the n-dimensional space.

5. The diagnostic system of embodiment 1, further comprising the steps of:

   representing the test set of points in a Cartesian coordinate display comprising a first axis corresponding to a cell maturation within a cell lineage and a second axis corresponding to a frequency of occurrence; and
   representing in the Cartesian coordinate display the set of normal clusters in the n-dimensional space.

6. The diagnostic system of any of the preceding embodiments for diagnosing cancer, wherein at least one cluster in the set of clusters is a hyperellipsoid.

[0006] In one embodiment a normal set of cells is characterized using flow cytometry. A centroid and radius are defined for a set of clusters in an n-dimensional space corresponding to a normal maturation for a cell lineage in the normal set of cells. A test set of cells is characterized using flow cytometry and the characterization is compared to the set of clusters. This approach facilitates the detection of low levels of tumor cells based on their phenotypic differences from their normal counterparts as assessed by an analysis of complex data from normal and abnormal cell populations.

[0007] In one aspect, the diagnostic system comprises means to carry out a method comprising exposing a cell to a plurality of any number of reagents. Some instruments are capable of producing nine or more colors. The use of increased reagents and colors facilitates the characterization of cells.

[0008] In another aspect an embodiment of a diagnostic system comprises: a controller; a memory; a data interface; a control interface; and a graphics engine, wherein the diagnostic system is configured to compare a test set of data to a set of normal clusters in an n-dimensional space defined by a centroid and radius, and wherein a cluster in the set of normal clusters corresponds to a normal maturation level within a cell lineage.

[0009] In another aspect an embodiment of a system for diagnosing a test set of cells comprises: means for defining a set of normal clusters corresponding to a normal cell lineage; and means for comparing the test set of cells to the set of normal clusters.

[0010] These and other aspects of the present invention will become apparent upon reference to the following detailed description and attached drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of a system implementing an embodiment of a method of diagnosing a test set of cells.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a data structure suitable for storing data related to a set of biological cells.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a data structure suitable for storing information related to processing of data contained in the data structure illustrated in Figure 2.

Figures 4A to 9A and 4B to 9B are illustrations of multi-dimensional data projected into pseudo two-dimensional displays generated by a system, such as the system illustrated in Figure 1.

Figures 10A and 10B are illustrations of multi-dimensional data projected into pseudo three-dimensional displays generated by a system, such as the system illustrated in Figure 1.

Figures 11A and 11B illustrate a menu of a graphical user interface generated by a system, such as the system illustrated in Figure 1.

Figures 12A to 17A and 12B to 17B are illustrations of multi-dimensional data projected into pseudo two-dimensional displays generated by a system, such as the system illustrated in Figure 1.

Figures 18A to 18C are a flow chart illustrating operation of a system to define a normal centroid and radius for a set of normal clusters corresponding to a normal cell lineage.

Figure 19 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a system to define a centroid line for a set of normal clusters corresponding to a normal cell lineage.

Figures 20A and 20B are illustrations of multi-dimensional data projected into pseudo three-dimensional displays generated by a system, such as the system illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 21 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a system to define a normal centroid line and radius for a set of normal clusters corresponding to a normal cell lineage.

Figures 22 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a system to determine whether points in a test set of data are contained within a set of normal clusters in an n-dimensional space.

Figures 23A and 23B are illustrations of multi-dimensional data projected into pseudo three-dimensional displays generated by a system, such as the system illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 24 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a system to compare a test set of data to defined centroid points for a set of normal clusters.

Figure 25 is a schematic diagram of a data structure suitable for storing information to define a centroid and radius for a set of normal clusters in an n-dimensional space.

Figure 26 is an illustration of multi-dimensional data projected into a pseudo two-dimensional display generated by a system, such as the system illustrated in Figure 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0012] Gene products can be identified on the cell surface or in the cytoplasm of cells using specific monoclonal antibodies. Flow cytometry can be used to detect multiple immunofluorescent markers simultaneously in a quantitative manner. The technique of immunofluorescent staining is well known and can be carried out according to any of a variety of protocols, such as those described in Current Protocols in Cytometry (John Wiley & Sons, NY, NY, Eds. J. Paul Robinson, et al.). Generally, a biological sample, such as peripheral blood, bone marrow, lymph node tissue, cord blood, thymus tissue, tissue from a site of infection, spleen tissue, tumor tissue, and the like, is collected from a subject and cells are isolated therefrom using techniques known in the art. In one embodiment, blood is collected from a subject and any mature erythrocytes are lysed using a buffer, such as buffered NH₄Cl. The remaining leukocytes are washed and then incubated with antibodies (e.g., monoclonal antibodies) conjugated to any of a variety of dyes (fluorophores) known in the art (see for example, http://colon double slash www dot glenspectra dot co dot uk/glen/filters/fffluorpn dot htm or http://colon double slash cellscience dot bio-rad dot com/fluorescence/fluorophoradata dot htm). Representative dyes in this context include, but are not limited to, FITC (Fluorescein Isothiocyanate), R-phycoerythrin (PE), Allophycocyanin (APC), Cy7®, and Texas Red.

[0013] A wide variety of antibodies known in the art, and specific antibodies generated using techniques well known in the art, are useful in the context of the presently disclosed embodiments. Generally, the antibodies for use in the methods described herein are specific for a cell marker of interest, such as any of the CD cell surface markers (see for example the CD index at http colon double slash www dot ncbi dot nlm dot nih dot gov/PROW/guide/45277084 dot html; or Current Protocols in Immunology, John Wiley & Sons, NY, NY), cytokines, adhesion proteins, developmental cell surface markers, tumor antigens, or other proteins expressed by a cell population of interest. An antibody specific for virtually any protein expressed by a cell is useful in the context of the present disclosure. Illustrative antibodies include,
but are not limited to antibodies that specifically bind to CD3, CD34, CD38, CD71, CD11b, HLA-DR, glycophorin, CD45, CD20, CD5, CD7, CD2, CD10 and TdT.

[0014] After a period of incubation with a dye-conjugated antibody, typically about 20 minutes in the dark (incubation times and conditions may vary according to particular protocols), the leukocytes are washed with buffered saline and resuspended in buffered saline containing protein for introduction into a flow cytometer.

[0015] The flow cytometer analyzes the heterogeneous cell population one cell at a time and can classify the cells based on the binding of the immunofluorescent monoclonal antibody and the light scattering properties of each cell (see, for example, Immunol Today. 2000 21(8):383-90). Fluorescence detection is accomplished using photomultiplier tubes; the number of detectors (channels) determines the number of optical parameters the instrument can simultaneously examine while bandpass filters ensure that only the intended wavelengths are collected. Thus, flow cytometry can routinely detect multiple immunofluorescent markers in a quantitative manner and can measure other parameters such as forward light scatter (which is an indication of cell size) and right angle light scatter (which is an indication of cell granularity). Accordingly, a wide variety of cell populations can be differentiated and sorted using immunofluorescence and flow cytometry.

[0016] For example, by combining 4 colors of immunofluorescence with the physical parameters of forward light scatter (measure of cell size) and right angle light scatter (measure of cell granularity), a six dimensional data space can be generated wherein specific cell populations found in normal blood or bone marrow are restricted to small portions of the data space. As would be recognized by the skilled artisan after reviewing the specification, more or less than 4 colors of immunofluorescent markers could also be used. Excitation of fluorophores is not limited to light in the visible spectrum; several dyes, such as the Indo series (for measuring intracellular calcium) and the Hoechst series (for cell-cycle analyses) are excitable in the ultraviolet range. Thus, some instruments currently available in the art are configured with ultraviolet-emitting sources, such as the four-laser, 10-color Becton Dickinson LSR II. Further, using a commercially available fluorescence activated cell sorter, such as the FACSVANTAGE™ (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA), the EPICS® ALTRA™ (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA) or the MOFLO® sorter (DakoCytomation, Inc., Carpinteria, CA) cell populations can also be sorted into purified fractions.

[0017] Gene expression observed during the development of blood cells from hematopoietic stem cells to mature cells found in blood is a highly regulated process. See Civin CI, Loken MR: Cell Surface Antigens on Human Marrow Cells: Dissection of Hematopoietic Development Using Monoclonal Antibodies and Multiparameter Flow Cytometry, Int'l J. Cell Cloning 5:1-16 (1987). Thus, specific, tightly controlled expression of genes occurs within not only different lineages of blood cells but also during different stages of maturation within those lineages. See Loken, MR, Terstappen LWMM, Civin CI, Fackler, MJ: Flow Cytometry Characterization of Erythroid, Lymphoid and Monomyeloid Lineages in Normal Human Bone Marrow, Flow Cytometry in Hematology, Laerum OD, Bjerknes R. eds., Academic Press, New York, pp. 31-42 (1992). Not only do these gene products appear and/or disappear at precise stages of maturation, but the amounts of these glycoproteins are regulated within very tight limits in normal cells. It has been shown that these antigenic relationships are established early in fetal development and are constant throughout adult life on blood cells that are undergoing constant turnover and replenishment. See LeBein TW, Wormann B, Villablanca JG, Law CL, Shah VO, Loken MR: Multiparameter Flow Cytometric Analysis of Human Fetal Bone Marrow B Cells, Leukemia 4:354-358 (1990). These patterns and relationships of gene expression during maturation of normal cells are maintained following chemotherapy or even bone marrow transplantation. See Wells DA, Sale GE, Shulman HE, Myerson D, Bryant E, Gooley T, Loken MR: Multidimensional Flow Cytometry of Marrow Can Differentiate Leukemic Lymphoblasts From Normal Lymphoblasts and Myeloblasts Following Chemotherapy and/or Bone Marrow Transplant, Am. J. Clin. Path. 110:84-94 (1998). Therefore, there is a very tightly coordinated regulation of multiple genes during normal development of blood cells both in terms of timing of expression as well as regulation of amounts of gene products expressed on the cell surfaces.


[0019] The types of abnormalities include:

(1) Lineage infidelity, defined as the expression of non-lineage antigens;

(2) Antigenic asynchrony, e.g., the expression on mature cells of antigens that normally appear on immature cells;

(3) Antigenic absence; and

(4) Quantitative abnormalities.
Not only are phenotypes of leukemic cells different from normal, the relationships between antigens are different from one case to the next, suggesting that each leukemic transformation causes a loss of coordinated gene regulation resulting in a unique phenotypic pattern for each leukemia. In 120 pediatric ALL cases and 86 adult AML cases each detailed phenotype was different from normal and from each other. See Id.; Hurwitz, supra. Thus, neoplastic transformation affects primary DNA sequence (genotype) and the regulation of normal genes so that they are inappropriately expressed at the wrong time during development, expressed in the wrong amounts, and/or are expressed in context with other genes that are not observed in normal cells (phenotype). The loss of coordinated gene regulation appears to be a hallmark of neoplastic transformation that results in abnormal phenotypes where each leukemic clone is different from normal and is different from other leukemias of the same type.

It should be noted that embodiments are not limited to the analysis of leukemic cells (e.g., acute and chronic lymphocytic leukemias (ALL, CLL) and acute and chronic myelogenous leukemia (AML, CML)) and other hematopoietic and lymphoid neoplastic cells. Embodiments can be applied to analysis of any of a variety of malignancies, e.g., lymphoma, myeloma or pre malignancies such as myelodysplasia, and other disorders, including any of a variety of hematologic disorders.

Flow cytometry can be adopted to use this phenotypic difference from normal to aid in the diagnosis of leukemia as well as in monitoring response to therapy. Flow cytometry has been used in hematopathology to phenotype the tumor, e.g., differentiating AML from ALL. However, conventional approaches require that the cells of interest form a predominant portion of the total cells examined and that the expected disease process be known before the analysis is performed, such as when a morphologic examination identifies a leukemic cell population of uncertain subtype. The focus on neoplastic cells can extend to residual disease detection. However, conventional residual disease detection techniques employing flow cytometry require a patient specific reagent panel to identify the specific phenotype observed at diagnosis.


Conventional detection of residual disease using patient specific reagent panels, however, suffers from the following limitations:

1. A diagnostic specimen with an aberrant phenotype is required in order to construct a panel. In 25% of cases an aberrant phenotype may not be identifiable. See Vidriales, supra.
2. Processing time is substantial because a technician must examine prior analysis for the particular patient in order to determine the reagent combination to use in each case.
3. The phenotype of a leukemic cell population that is different than the originally diagnosed phenotype may not be detected. For example, the phenotype may change from diagnosis to relapse as a result of clonal evolution or an outgrowth of a minor chemotherapy resistant subclone. See San Miguel, supra.
4. Unexpected or unanticipated abnormalities, such as secondary myelodysplasia or abnormalities in other lineages may be overlooked.

The assessment of residual disease using patient specific panels can work well in a controlled environment, such as a research study where there is access to all sequential specimens and there is high compliance in obtaining specimens at specific times in therapy. In clinical practice, however, a flow cytometry laboratory may be asked to perform residual disease analysis when the laboratory did not perform the initial diagnosis. A detailed immunophenotype is often unavailable or incomplete.

Residual disease detection can also be performed using standardized panels and difference from normal as the tumor specific marker. Coordinated gene expression is so precise that a divergence of ½ a decade in antigen expression is sufficient for the discrimination between normal and aberrant neoplastic cells. In such an approach, specific reagent panels are used for each suspected lineage, for example, B lineage ALL; T lineage ALL; AML; B lineage non-Hodgkins lymphoma ("B-NHL") and T lineage NHL ("T-NHL"), as well as MDS and myeloma. Tumor populations can be identified by first identifying patterns expected of normal cells, then focusing on cells that do not match the patterns expected of normal cells. This approach of detecting residual disease has been used by the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
The detection of abnormal phenotypes of small populations of cells in blood or bone marrow extends the utility of flow cytometry to other applications beyond simply phenotyping leukemias. Flow cytometry has been used to show that a significant proportion (10%) of patients with a diagnosis of myelodysplasia have been misdiagnosed and have lymphoid, not myeloid abnormalities. See Wells DA, Hall MC, Shulman HE, Loken MR, Occult B cell malignancies can be detected by three-color flow cytometry in patients with cytopenias, Leukemia 12:2015-2023 (1998). Flow cytometry has also allowed the development of a scoring system to stratify patients with myelodysplasia based on the degree of abnormalities detected among the maturing myeloid cells. See Wells D., Benesch, M, Loken, M., Vallejo, C., Myerson, D., Leisenring, W., Deeg, H., Myeloid and monocytic dyspoiesis as determined by flow cytometric scoring in myelodysplastic syndrome correlates with the IPSS and with outcome after hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, Blood 102:394-403 (2003). The patients with myeloid cells that exhibited more aberrancies in gene expression as evidenced by abnormal immunophenotype, had a higher relapse rate and death post stem cell transplant as compared to patients with fewer detectable abnormalities. There was also a high correlation with the International Prognostic Scoring System (IPSS). In addition, a high flow cytometric score divided the Intermediate I group of patients in the IPSS system into statistically significant groups based on relapse post stem cell transplant.

For example, Weir, et al. describe a normal "template" resulting from four-color flow cytometric analysis of normal B cell precursors against which tumor samples can be compared. See Weir, E. G., et al., Leukemia (1999) 13:558-567. However, unlike the present invention, this template is a specific, fixed set of geometric regions drawn around the displayed dot plot events, which are then used as the boundaries of normal. As noted by Weir, et al., isolated events of uncertain nature present in normal samples that fall outside the template-defined boundaries of normal present a serious problem that has yet to be resolved with their method, particularly in the setting of minimal residual disease detection. Additionally, as with other prior methods, analysis by a highly trained individual is required to compare patient samples against the template.

Conventional distinction between normal and abnormal cell populations does have significant limitations. Data analysis conventionally must be performed by a professional (MD or PhD well versed in both flow cytometry and hematopathology) and not by a technician, since various clinical situations may indicate if abnormalities observed are normal or abnormal. There is a long learning process required to educate a professional to make the distinction between normal and abnormal cell populations. A well-trained hematopathologist may take 6 months to a year to learn the techniques. Currently, the assessment of normal against abnormal by the professional is based on experience with all the inherent difficulties of a subjective analysis, similar to the training in diagnostic microscopy. It is difficult to extend the analysis to other sites and maintain the same sensitivity and specificity. In difficult cases two or more professionals must come to a consensus for a final diagnosis.
In addition, the populations identified by multiple monoclonal antibodies in normal bone marrow are not distinct spherical clouds in multi-dimensional space. Rather, the data can be described as a series of tubes or snakes that change in size and position as lineages of cells traverse from immature to mature forms traveling from head to tail in the multi-dimensional data space. Thus, cluster analysis programs that treat data as spherical clouds, produce results with the limitations described above. involve

In contrast, the embodiments described further herein involve a method for determining, among other things, a centroid line and radius of one or more clusters of events corresponding to a normal cell maturation lineage. In this manner, statistical analysis can be used to determine whether an event represents an abnormal event (i.e., cancer).

Normal bone marrow is comprised of multiple lineages each undergoing continuous, steady state maturation. By first assessing normal cells, a statistical measure of what constitutes normal and what constitutes abnormal can be defined. This definition then becomes the standard for analysis. Automating the identification of which cells are within the expected, defined positions of normal will facilitate the teaching of new professionals and technicians as to what is phenotypically abnormal. It will also permit the standardization of analysis at multiple sites providing consistency between analysts in identifying abnormal populations.

Automating the identification of abnormal cells also allows for increased sensitivity. Current manual evaluation is performed using three antibodies in combination with forward and right angle light scatter collecting 10,000 events for each tube. A panel consists of between seven and fourteen different tubes each with a different combination of antibodies. Using this current system, tumors can be detected with specificity approaching 100%. See Am. J. Clin. Path. 110:84-94, supra; Blood 98:1746-1751, supra; Blood 101:3398-3406, supra. It is possible for a single professional to analyze and report between 20-30 such cases in a single day. Increasing sensitivity is a limitation under conventional approaches because the professional must spend more time analyzing each case. Automating the identification of abnormal cells will permit larger data sets (counting more cells) and application of more antibodies, without increasing the time an analyst must spend on each specimen.

The statistical analysis can be used to identify more subtle changes to hematopoietic abnormalities. This is especially important for analysis of Myelodysplastic Syndrome ("MDS"), where abnormalities are observed in the more mature cells rather than just the immature blasts. Statistical analysis will identify bulges in the tubes or shifts in the centroid line that may denote the abnormal regulation of cells. It may also define regulatory points and rates of progression through the developmental process, enabling a better understanding of the loss of coordinated gene regulation observed during neoplastic transformation.

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of a system 100 implementing an embodiment of a system for detecting abnormal cells using multi-dimensional analysis. The system 100 comprises a measurement system 102 and a diagnostic system 104.

The measurement system 102 measures characteristics of cells in a sample of cells, and as illustrated comprises a flow cytometer 106 and a data formatter 108. More than one flow cytometer 106 may be employed, although usually the measurements for a particular sample would be taken with one instrument. For example, as discussed in more detail below, measurements from a normal set of cells may be taken with one flow cytometer, while measurements from a test set of cells may be taken with another flow cytometer. Other measurement devices may be employed in the measurement system 102, such as a microscope (i.e., high throughput microscopy).

The measurement system 102 may contain a separate data formatter 108 to format the data collected by the measurement system 102. Alternatively, the data formatter 108 may be part of another component of the system 100, such as the flow cytometer 106 or the diagnostic system 104. The data formatter 108 may, for example, format data collected by a flow cytometer 106 into Flow Cytometry Standard FCS 2.0 format or another data file format. The measurement system 102 may comprise additional components, such as controllers, memories and/or circuitry and hardware.

The diagnostic system 104 analyzes data received from the measurement system 102, as discussed in more detail below. In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 1, the diagnostic system 104 comprises a controller 110, a memory 112, a parser 114, a control input/output interface 116, a data input/output interface 118, a graphics engine 120, a display 124, a printer 126 and a diagnostic system bus 130. The diagnostic system bus 130 may include a power bus, control bus, and status signal bus in addition to a data bus. For the sake of clarity, however, the various diagnostic system buses are illustrated in Figure 1 as the diagnostic system bus 130.

The diagnostic system 104 may be physically remote from the measurement system 102. The measurement system 102 may be coupled to the diagnostic system 104 via one or more communication links, such as the Internet, an extranet, and/or an intranet or other local or wide area networks. Similarly, components of the diagnostic system 104 may be physically remote from one another and may be coupled together via communication links, such as the Internet, an extranet, and/or an intranet or other local or wide area networks. There may be one or more diagnostic systems each coupleable to one or more measurement systems.

The diagnostic system 104 may be implemented in a variety of ways, including as separate subsystems. The diagnostic system 104 may be implemented as a digital signal processor (DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), or the like, or as a series of instructions stored in a memory, such as the memory 112 and executed by a controller,
such as the controller 110. Thus, software modifications to existing hardware may allow the implementation of the diagnostic system 104. Various subsystems, such as the parser 114 and the control input/output interface 116, are identified as separate blocks in the functional block diagram of Figure 1 because they perform specific functions that will be described in more detail below. These subsystems may not be discrete units but may be functions of a software routine, which will probably, but not necessarily, be separately callable and hence identifiable elements. Any suitable software or combinations of software may be used to implement the diagnostic system 104, including, for example, WinList and/or Java implemented with a Java Run Time Environment or a 3-D Java Run Time Environment.

While the illustrated embodiment denotes a single controller 110, other embodiments may comprise multiple controllers. The memory 112 may comprise, for example, registers, read only memory ("ROM"), random access memory ("RAM"), flash memory and/or electronically erasable read programmable read only memory ("EEPROM"), and may provide instructions and data for use by the diagnostic system 104.

An embodiment of the invention is described herein with respect to a study that was conducted of the B lymphoid lineage. Where appropriate, references to Figure 1 are incorporated into the description of the study. Embodiments described herein can be applied to study, characterize and diagnose other normal and diseased lineages, such as erythroid, T lymphoid and others, including those with multiple lineages, such as the myeloid lineages (see Shulman H, 1999, supra; Wells DA, 1998, supra; and Loken MR and Wells DA, Normal Antigen Expression in Hematopoiesis: Basis for Interpreting Leukemia Phenotypes, in Immunophenotyping, Eds Carleton Stewart and Janel K.A. Nicholson, 2000, Wiley-Liss, Inc.).

The B lymphocyte lineage is a single lineage and is well defined into 4 stages of development within the bone marrow with multiple antigenic differences between stages that have been well characterized. The entire B lineage is identified by the expression of a single antigen, CD19, permitting the detection of all 4 stages of B lineage cells. The earliest B lineage cells (Stage I) are identified by the expression of CD34, high levels of CD10 and low levels of CD45. During Stage II, CD34 is lost, CD10 intensity is reduced by a factor of 2, CD45 intensity increases and CD20 begins to be expressed. Once CD20 reaches a maximum, there is a further increase in CD45 with a loss of CD10 denoting Stage III. The final stage (IV) of B lymphoid development is characterized by the absence of CD10, expression of CD22 and high levels of CD45.

As would be understood by the skilled artisan, other cell lineages that can be characterized using the methods described herein may comprise multiple lineages or branched lineages and lineages may be defined into varying numbers of stages of development. For example, the myeloid lineage includes, among others, the erythroid and the granulocyte-monoocyte lineage. The granulocyte-monoocyte lineage branches into the monocyte and the neutrophil lineages.

Neutrophils can be divided into five identifiable stages. Stage I myeloblasts identified by the expression of CD34 also exhibit HLA-DR, CD13, and CD33 at high levels but do not express CD11b, CD15, and CD16. These myeloblasts are intermediate in size by forward light scatter but have low SSC. The progression to stage II is denoted by the loss of CD34 and HLA-DR, acquisition of high levels of CD15, a dramatic increase in SSC expression, without expression of CD11 b (see Loken MR and Wells DA, 2000, supra). Stage II is accompanied by a slight decrease in CD33. Stage III of neutrophil development is marked by the acquisition of intermediate levels of CD11 b, loss of CD13, and a decrease in SSC related to the appearance of secondary granules. Stage IV is noted by the correlated increase in CD13 and CD16 with a further slight decrease in CD33 expression. Stage V corresponds to the mature neutrophil found in peripheral blood. This cell has maximal amounts of CD16, CD13, and CD45 with an increase in density.

The monocyte lineage has three detectable stages based on the expression of cell surface antigens. Monocytic development has two stages of maturation after the myeloblast stage (indistinguishable from stage I of neutrophil development). These cells retain HLA-DR throughout their development, in contrast to the neutrophils that rapidly lose this antigen at the promyelocyte stage. The maturation of monocytes (stage II) is first identified by the rapid appearance of CD11b while maintaining intermediate levels of CD45. Stage II of monocyte development is accompanied by increases in CD13 and CD33 expression with low expression of CD15. Stage III of development is defined by a coordinated increase in both CD45 and CD14 (see Loken MR and Wells DA, 2000, supra).

Erythroid cells have only two stages (see Loken M, 1992, supra). Commitment to this lineage is identified by the loss of CD45 and increase in CD71, stage I. The expression of glycophorin and the appearance of hemoglobin mark the second stage. The final steps of maturation of the erythroid cells are observed by the loss of the nucleus, a decrease in CD71, and subsequent loss of RNA in the reticulocytes (see Loken, MR, Shah VO, Dattilio KL, Civin CI (1987) Flow cytometric analysis of human bone marrow. I. Normal erythroid development. Blood 69:255-263).

As described in Loken MR and Wells DA, 2000, supra, T-lymphoid cells can be divided into four stages of development in the thymus by the pattern of reactivity of 10 antigens (CD1a, CD2, CD3, CD4, CD5, CD7, CD8, CD10, CD34, and CD45). Three stages are clearly defined by multiple antigenic differences while the fourth is distinguished by size.

Thus, as would be understood by the skilled artisan upon reading the present description, the methods described herein using the B-lymphoid lineage as an example, can be used to characterize in an n-dimensional space other cell lineages such as those described herein and known in the art.
In the embodiment of the invention described herein with respect to the B lymphoid lineage, all four stages of B cell development were identified using two reagent tubes with four colors:

**Table 1:**

| Tube 1 | CD20 FITC, CD10 PE, CD45 PerCP and CD19 APC. |
| Tube 2 | CD22 FITC, CD34 PE, CD45 PerCP and CD19 APC. |

The redundancy of markers (CD19 and CD45) in both tubes allows for comparison of data between the different tubes. In the study, data sets were collected with 200,000 events on a FACS Calibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA). The procedures for sample preparation are standard and followed a fixed protocol. See *Am. J. Clin. Path.* 110:84-94, supra. List mode data from two phenotypically normal patients was collected in FCS format for analysis. Clusters identified by someone well versed in both flow cytometry and hematopathology, such as a doctor, were compared to those clusters identified by the diagnostic system 104 using clustering algorithms. Visual centers of the clusters identified by the professional were compared to those generated by the diagnostic system 104. The process is iterative, in that the user revised the identified clusters based on the results from the clustering algorithms and ran additional clustering algorithms using the revised cluster definitions.

A four-color analysis of a set of normal bone marrow B lymphoid cells in tube 1 was performed. Specimens were collected to obtain 200,000 events for analysis. The cells were placed in a tube and stained with the reagents CD20-fluorescein (FITC), CD10 phycoerythrin (PE), CD45 peridinin chlorophyll protein (PerCP), and CD19 allophycocyanin (APC). Characteristics of the exposed cells were measured using flow cytometry (see flow cytometer 106 of Figure 1). A system, such as the system 100 illustrated in Figure 1, measures and analyzes the sample using a combination of the data received from the measurements and input from a user, such as a professional or a technician, as discussed in more detail below.

The publicly available Flow Cytometry Standard FCS 2.0 specification may be employed to store the measured characteristics of the cells in the samples. Other data formats and data structures may be employed, for example an FCS 1.0 or FCS 3.0 format may be employed. An example data structure 200 for storing a data set is illustrated in Figure 2. With reference to Figures 1 and 2, the parser 114 parsed the header section 202, text section 204, data section 206 and analysis section 208 and collected information, including a parameter name, a total number of data points and data type details. The header section 202 describes the location of the other sections in the data structure 200. The header section 202 contains offset information of starting and ending points for the text section 204, data section 206 and analysis sections 208.

The parser 114 reads the text section 204 as a series of ASCII encoded keyword-value pairs that describe various aspects of the data structure 200. For example, $TOT/5000/ is a keyword-value pair indicating that the total number of events in the file is 5000 and $PAR gives Total parameter number. The data section 206 contains raw data. Such data is usually in one of three modes (list, correlated or uncorrelated) described in the text section 204, by, for example, a $MODE keyword value. The data may be written to the data section 206, for example, in one of four formats (binary, floating point, double precision floating point or ASCII) described by a $DATATYPE keyword value. One common form of data storage is list mode storage in the form of binary integers ($DATATYPE/I $MODE/L/). The $PnB set of keywords may specify the bit width for the storage of each parameter. The $PnR set of keywords may specify the channel number range for each parameter. For example, $PnB/16/ $PnR/1024/, where n is an integer, may specify a 16-bit field for parameter n and a range for the values of parameter n from 0 to 1023, which corresponds to 10 bits. The analysis section 208 is an optional segment that, when present, may contain the results of data processing. The analysis can also be performed off-line, after the data has been collected and stored in a data structure, such as the data structure 200. In the test study, an analysis section 208 was not used. An analysis section 208, however, could be used to store information defining a centroid line and radius for a data set.

The data offsets of FCS 2.0 format are given in a properties file. An example properties file 300 is illustrated in Figure 3. The properties file contains a header section 302, which contains information about how to read the properties file 300, a format section 304, which contains information about the format of the data file 200, and a filter section 306, which contains information the parser 114 can use to filter data stored in the data structure 200. The parser 114 uses the information extracted from the properties file 300 to parse the loaded data structure 200. The properties file 300 can be readily modified to permit the use of various data file formats, such as various Flow Cytometry Standard formats.

The system 100 may use fluorescence intensity corresponding to CD19 as an initial gate. Thus all 200,000 cells in a 200,000-cell event list need not be assessed, only the CD19 positive cells (which include all B lineage cells) may be assessed. This enhances the statistics by increasing the number of B lineage cells to be analyzed without increasing the computational time required to distinguish the B lymphoid cells from the majority of other cells in the marrow. Without such a gate on the cells of interest, it may take computational times of 6-8 hours to identify clusters in the 200,000-cell event list. The proportion of immature B lymphoid cells (Stages I-III) averages less than 2% of all nucleated cells in a normal bone marrow. See Loken, M. R., Shah, V. O., Dattilo, K. L., Civin, C. L., *Flow Cytometry Analysis of Human Bone Marrow: II. Normal B Lymphoid Development*, Blood 70:1316 (1987). Therefore, by increasing...
the total counts to 200,000, and gating on the relatively infrequent CD19 positive cells, the cells of interest are analyzed while maintaining the entire data set and avoiding artifacts introduced by electronic gating for CD19 during data collection. In alternative embodiments, however, electronic gating for CD19 during data collection may be employed.

[0056] The populations of interest from an example normal data set collected as described above with respect to tube 1 are illustrated in Figures 4A to 9A as a series of four-color analysis displays, which were generated using WinList. The populations of interest can also be displayed in other ways, such as corresponding four-shade analysis displays, which are illustrated in Figure 4B to 9B. Figures 4A to 9A and 4B to 9B are collectively referred to herein as Figures 4 to 9.

[0057] Clusters of events are initially identified in multiple 2 by 2 display projections of the 6 dimensional data (4 color and 2 light scatter parameters). The displays may be, for example, representations of the data in a Cartesian coordinate system. The display projections may be generated by the graphics engine 120 illustrated in Figure 1. A user, such as someone well versed in both flow cytometry and hematopathology, identifies a ML region in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to a forward light scatter and a vertical axis corresponding to side light scatter, as illustrated in Figure 4. The ML region corresponds to nucleated cells. The user identifies lymphoid, monocyte, myeloid and blast regions in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system, such as a Cartesian coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to a side light scatter and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD45, as illustrated in Figure 5. The user identifies the B lymphoid cells in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to side light scatter and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD19, as illustrated in Figure 6.

[0058] The user identifies a Stage I cluster, a Stage II cluster and a Stage III/IV cluster in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD19 and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD45, as illustrated in Figure 7. The stages correspond to maturation levels for the B lymphoid cells. The user identifies a Stage I cluster, a Stage II cluster, a Stage III cluster and a Stage IV cluster in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD10 and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD45, as illustrated in Figure 8. The user identifies a Stage I cluster, a Stage II cluster, a Stage III cluster and a Stage IV cluster in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD10 and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD40, as illustrated in Figure 9.

[0059] Based on the user’s assessment of Figures 4-9, the accessed cells are assigned to an initial cluster. This results in a seven dimensional normal data set, the dimensions corresponding to: a forward light scatter; a side light scatter; a CD19 fluorescence intensity level; a CD45 fluorescence intensity level; a CD20 fluorescence intensity level; a CD10 fluorescence intensity level; and a cluster, corresponding to a stage of maturation within the B cell population. A color is assigned to each cluster identification and the data is mapped in a six dimensional space. The data is displayed by a diagnostic system, such as the diagnostic system 104 illustrated in Figure 1, in a rotatable pseudo three-dimensional graphic display with color-coding based on cluster identification.

[0060] The diagnostic system 104 maps the normal data set to a three-axis coordinate system, such as a Cartesian coordinate system, and displays the data for viewing by the user. Each axis corresponds to one of the dimensions of the data set, with color indicating the cluster to which a particular cell is assigned. The data set can also be represented in a tabular display or in a combined display. Figures 10A and 10B (collectively Figure 10) illustrate example displays 400 combining a pseudo 3-dimensional graphic representation 402 with a tabular representation 404. Figure 10A is a color display and Figure 10B is a corresponding shaded display.

[0061] The graphic representation 402 comprises an x-axis 406 corresponding to a fluorescence intensity for CD20, a y-axis 408 corresponding to a fluorescence intensity for CD10, and a z-axis 410 corresponding to a fluorescence intensity for CD45. Data in a first cluster 412 is assigned the color red and corresponds to a Stage I maturation level. Data in a second cluster 414 is assigned the color green and corresponds to a Stage II maturation level. Data in a third cluster 416 is assigned the color blue and corresponds to a Stage III maturation level. Data in a fourth cluster 418 is assigned the color yellow and corresponds to a Stage IV maturation level.

[0062] The tabular representation 404 comprises a first column 420 indicating a cluster number, a second column 422 indicating a number of points in the cluster, a third column 424 indicating the color or shade assigned to the cluster, a fourth column 426 indicating a radius of the cluster, a sixth column 428 indicating a percentage of abnormal events or points in the total set of events or points and a seventh column 430 indicating whether a logarithmic distance between the centroid point for a cluster and a statistical centroid point for the cluster is greater than a threshold value. The display 400 as illustrated may be an interactive computer display. The user can update information used to generate the display 400 using data entry fields 432, 434. As illustrated the threshold value is set at 2.5 in field 434.

[0063] The diagnostic system 104 permits user selection of the three axes to which to map the data using a menu of a graphical user interface (GUI). Figures 11A and 11B illustrate an example menu 436 that can be employed by a diagnostic system, such as the diagnostic system 104 illustrated in Figure 1. The diagnostic system 104 also permits user selection of other settings through menus. For example, menu selections may be included for: selecting between different stored filtering parameters, editing stored filtering parameters; and specifying new filtering parameter. For
example, high-resolution data may be filtered to exclude data with a side scatter parameter corresponding to more than 10^2 and a CD19 parameter corresponding to less than 10 to the 1.6989701. Menu selections also permit selection of a plane in the coordinate system on which to filter. Multiple filter criteria may be employed and the filter criteria can be greater than or less than specified thresholds. The menu system also allows selection of a specific cluster on which to apply various filter criteria. This allows the user to view various pseudo-three-dimensional displays of the normal data set to assist the user in selecting initial data for use by the diagnostic system 104 in defining a centroid line and radius for the normal data set. The diagnostic system 104 also permits menu selection of a standard deviation method or fixed value and rotation of a displayed image. The diagnostic system 104 may also display cluster boundaries for a data set based on a selected centroid and radius.

[0064] The normal data set may also comprise separate data files corresponding to separate samples. For example, the user can examine and manipulate a data set comprising cells drawn from a single individual and a single tube, or the user can combine samples drawn from a plurality of individuals and/or tubes into a single normal data set. If a sample drawn from an individual is deemed to be abnormal, the sample can be excluded from the normal set of data.

[0065] Referring to the study, in the example B lymphoid data set from tube 1, the value n is equal to six. Each n-dimensional point is mapped to the n-dimensional space, which can be represented in a float array by n+1 float parameters. Table 1 illustrates the float array for an example six-dimensional B lymphoid data set, where P1PR1 is the value of the first parameter for the first point, P2PR1 is the value of the first parameter for the second point, ..., PnPR1 is the value of the first parameter for the nth point, etc., with a seventh parameter added for a cluster to which a point is assigned, PnC#. The float array can be generalized for any number of dimensions. The diagnostic system 104 performs one or more selected clustering algorithms on the normal data set in n-dimensional space, refining the assignment of the points to a cluster.

![Table 1: Float Array for Six Dimensional Data Set](image)

[0066] The diagnostic system 104 allows the user to cluster the data using a selected clustering algorithm. For example, the user can specify a number of clusters, k, and use a K-means algorithm to cluster the data. For example, the diagnostic system 104 may divide the data into k clusters and assign a center to each cluster. The center can be assigned randomly to one of the points or entered based on observations by the user. The distance between two points in the n-dimensional space may be defined as follows:

\[
D(P_1, P_2) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (K_i(P_{1i}-P_{2i}))^2} + (K_2(P_{11}-P_{21})^2 + (K_3(P_{13}-P_{23}))^2 + ... + (K_n(P_{1n}-P_{2n}))^2] \quad \text{Equation 1}
\]

where \(D(P_1, P_2)\) is the distance between two points in the n-dimensional space and \(P_{1i}\) is the value of the first parameter for the first point, \(P_{2i}\) is the value of the first parameter for the second point, ..., \(P_{ni}\) is the value of the first parameter for the nth point, etc., and \(K_1, K_2, K_3, ..., K_n\) are weighting constants. In the study, the weighting constants were set equal to one. In other words, there was no weighting employed in the study. The centers may be iteratively updated until a convergence criteria is satisfied. In each iteration, each data point is assigned to its closest center, and the centers are recalculated using the mean parameter values of all points belonging to a cluster. Typical convergence criteria used in the study were no (or minimal) reassignment of points to new cluster centers. See Forgy, E., Cluster Analysis of Multivariate Data: Efficiency vs. Interpretability of Classifications, Biometrics, 21:768 (1965), for a discussion of k-means clustering.

[0067] Another example clustering algorithm is a DBSCAN clustering algorithm. A neighborhood radius, \(r\), and a threshold number of points in the neighborhood, \(minPts\), are defined and the diagnostic system 104 employs a DBSCAN clustering algorithm. The neighborhood radius and threshold number of points are defined by the user. Density-based Clustering is based on the fact that clusters are of higher density than their surroundings. DBSCAN finds dense clusters automatically for a given density threshold. See Ester, M., Kriegel, H., Sander, J., Xu, X., A Density-Based Algorithm for Discovering Clusters in Large Spatial Databases with Noise, In Proceedings of 2d International Conference on KDD
to a fluorescence intensity for CD22 and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity for CD45, as illustrated.

Cluster and a Stage IV cluster in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD45, as illustrated in Figure 16. The user identifies a Stage I cluster, a Stage II/III cluster and a Stage IV cluster in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD34 and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD45, as illustrated in Figure 15. The user identifies a Stage I cluster, a Stage II/III cluster and a Stage IV cluster in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to side light scatter and a vertical axis corresponding to a forward light scatter, as illustrated in Figure 12. The ML region corresponds to nucleated cells. The user identifies B-lymphoid cells in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to side light scatter and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD19, as illustrated in Figure 13.

In a similar manner, the same populations (Stages) in a second normal data set are identified in the second

Transform (NDDFT) may be employed.

Multi-Resolution Clustering Approach for Very Large Spatial Databases, Proceedings of the 24th VLDB Conference, Ch. 13.10, Cambridge University Press (1992). This technique has been well established in the image processing and data mining areas for pattern and edge recognition. See Sheikholeslami, G., Chatterjee, S., Zhang, A., WaveCluster: A Multi-Resolution Clustering Approach for Very Large Spatial Databases, Proceedings of the 24th VLDB Conference, New York, USA, 1998. For example, the standard Daubechies wavelet filtering and the N-Dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform (NDDFT) may be employed.


[0070] In a similar manner, the same populations (Stages) in a second normal data set are identified in the second tube (CD22, CD34, CD45, CD19), as illustrated in color in Figures 12A to 17A and in shading in Figures 12B to 17B (collectively referred to herein as Figures 12 to 17). The user identifies an ML region in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to a forward light scatter and a vertical axis corresponding to side light scatter, as illustrated in Figure 12. The ML region corresponds to nucleated cells. The user identifies B-lymphoid cells in a 2 by 2 display projection in a coordinate system with a horizontal axis corresponding to side light scatter and a vertical axis corresponding to a fluorescence intensity level for CD19, as illustrated in Figure 13.
in Figure 17. The results from Tube 1 and Tube 2 are combined to produce a single normal data set, as described in more detail below.

[0072] Once the clusters are identified and refined by the user selectively using the clustering software, a centroid line and radius are defined for the normal clusters, where each cluster corresponds to a cell maturation level within a cell lineage. Figures 18A to 18C illustrate an embodiment of a subroutine 500 that can be employed to define a normal population of cells, discussed with respect to the system 100 illustrated in Figure 1 and the B lymphoid cells collected in tubes 1 and 2 as discussed above. The entire process of defining a normal population of cells should be viewed as an iterative one. Other cell lineages, such as a myeloid lineage, may comprise multiple lineages or branched lineages. In such cases, the multiple centroid lines may be defined or a defined centroid line may have branches.

[0073] The subroutine 500 starts at 502 and proceeds to 504. At 504, the system 100 filters a data set gathered by measuring characteristics of the cells in tube 1 by gating on CD 19 positive cells, creating a first normal data set, and proceeds to 506. At 506, the system 100 filters a data set gathered by measuring characteristics of the cells in tube 2 by gating on CD 19 positive cells, creating a second normal data set, and proceeds to 508.

[0074] At 508, the system 100 distinguishes between mature and immature cells in the first data set. This can be done by, for example, plotting fluorescence intensities for CD45 against fluorescence intensities for CD19 and clustering the first data set based on input from the user together with automated clustering techniques. The system proceeds to 510, where it determines whether to revise the distinction between the mature and immature cells in the first data set. This decision may be based on the results of automated clustering techniques, statistical analysis of the data, and/or displays of the data set generated based on the distinction, and may be automated and/or based on input from the user. If the system 100 determines the distinction should be revised, the system 100 returns to 508. If the system 100 determines the distinction should not be revised, the system proceeds to 512.

[0075] At 512, the system 100 identifies clusters representing Stages I, II, III and IV in the first data set. This can be done by, for example, plotting fluorescence intensities for CD45 against fluorescence intensities for CD10 and CD20 and clustering the data based on input from the user together with automated clustering techniques. The system 100 proceeds to 514, where it determines whether to revise the identification of the clusters in the first data set. This decision may be based on the results of the automated clustering techniques, statistical analysis of the data, and/or displays of the data set generated based on the identification, and may be automated and/or based on input from the user. If the system 100 determines the identification should be revised, the system 100 returns to 512. If the system 100 determines the identification should be accepted, the system proceeds to 516.

[0076] At 516, the system 100 identifies a cluster representing Stage I in the second data set. This can be done by, for example, plotting fluorescence intensities for CD45 against fluorescence intensities for CD45 and clustering the data based on input from the user together with automated clustering techniques. The system proceeds to 518, where it determines whether to revise the identification of the Stage I cluster in the second data set. This decision may be based on the results of the automated clustering techniques, statistical analysis of the data, and/or displays of the data set generated based on the identification, and may be automated and/or based on input from the user. If the system 100 determines the identification should be revised, the system 100 returns to 516. If the system 100 determines the identification should be accepted, the system proceeds to 520.

[0077] At 520, the system 100 identifies a cluster representing Stage IV in the second data set. This can be done by, for example, plotting fluorescence intensities for CD22 against fluorescence intensities for CD34 and clustering the data based on input from the user together with automated clustering techniques. The system proceeds to 522, where it determines whether to revise the identification of the Stage IV cluster in the second data set. This decision may be based on the results of the automated clustering techniques, statistical analysis of the data, and/or displays of the data set generated based on the identification, and may be automated and/or based on input from the user. If the system 100 determines the identification should be revised, the system 100 returns to 520. If the system 100 determines the identification should be accepted, the system proceeds to 524.

[0078] At 524, the system 100 identifies a cluster representing Stages II and III in the second data set. This can be done by, for example, plotting fluorescence intensities for CD34 against fluorescence intensities for CD45 based on input from the user together with automated clustering techniques. The system proceeds to 526, where it determines whether to revise the identification of the Stage II/III cluster in the second data set. This decision may be based on the results of the automated clustering techniques, statistical analysis of the data, and/or displays of the data set generated based on the identification, and may be automated and/or based on input from the user. If the system 100 determines the identification should be revised, the system 100 returns to 524. If the system 100 determines the identification should be accepted, the system proceeds to 528.

[0079] At 528, the system 100 defines a centroid line for each cluster identified at acts 512, 516, 520 and 524. A centroid line for a cluster may be fractal and may be determined based on input from the user together with automated clustering techniques. A centroid line for a cluster may be defined by, for example, combining the geometric mean in n-dimensional space with the centroid point determined by the clustering algorithms. The system proceeds to 530, where it determines whether to revise the defined centroid lines for the identified clusters. This decision may be based on the
results of automated clustering techniques, statistical analysis of the data, and/or displays of the data set generated based on the identification, and may be automated and/or based on input from the user. If the system 100 determines the identification should be revised, the system 100 returns to 528. If the system 100 determines the identification should be accepted, the system proceeds to 532.

[0080] At 532, the system 100 defines a normal centroid line corresponding to a normal maturational lineage based on the combined data sets. This may be done by, for example, joining the defined centroid lines of the identified clusters using geometric bending. The system 100 also may combine input from the user with automated clustering techniques to define the normal centroid line. The distance along this centroid line as compared to the beginning and end is a measure of maturation of those cells for a given lineage as assessed by the specific combination of monoclonal reagents. It should be noted that different antibody combinations may be used to expand certain parts of the maturational process, while other combinations focus on other maturational stages or other lineages.

[0081] The system proceeds to 534, where it determines whether to revise the definition of the normal centroid line. This decision may be based on the results of automated clustering techniques, statistical analysis of the data, and/or displays of the data set generated based on the identification, and may be automated and/or based on input from the user. If the system 100 determines the definition should be revised, the system 100 returns to 532. If the system 100 determines the definition should be accepted, the system proceeds to 536.

[0082] At 536, the system 100 defines a boundary, or normal radius, around the defined normal centroid line. The normal radius, or boundary, may be a fixed radius, or it may vary. For example, it may be a fixed distance, such as 10, or it may be a function of a position on the defined normal centroid line or in the n-dimensional space. One definition may be employed for a first portion of the defined normal centroid line and a second definition may be employed for other portions of the defined normal centroid line. The normal radius may be determined using statistical algorithms, such as wavelet clustering techniques and/or K-means edge envelope techniques (using density of clusters) and/or be based on input from the user. Smoothing algorithms for defining specific 3-dimensional patterns may also be employed and compared against observations for a statistically determined number of files.

[0083] The system 100 proceeds to 538, where it determines whether to revise the defined normal radius. This decision may be based on the results of automated clustering techniques, statistical analysis of the data, and/or displays of the data set generated based on the identification, and may be automated and/or based on input from the user. If the system 100 determines the definition should be revised, the system 100 returns to 536. If the system 100 determines the definition should be accepted, the system proceeds to 540, where the subroutine 500 stops.

[0084] In some embodiments a system 100 may perform other acts not shown in Figures 18A to 18C, may not perform all of the acts shown in Figures 18A to 18C, or may perform the acts of Figures 18A to 18C in a different order. For example, the subroutine may be made more iterative. For example, the subroutine 500 may be modified so that the system 100 determines after act 538 whether to revise the defined normal centroid line, and if so, returns to 532. The subroutine 500 may also call other subroutines to perform various functions, such as the subroutine 600 described below with respect to Figure 19. The subroutine 500 may also return the value of any desired variables, such as data entered by a user.

[0085] Figure 19 is a flow diagram for an example subroutine 600 that may be employed by a diagnostic system, such as the diagnostic system 104 illustrated in Figure 1, to define a normal centroid line for a set of clusters. Figures 20A and 20B (collectively Figure 20) illustrate graphic representations of the data, a reference centroid line 702 and a calculated normal centroid line 704 from the study.

[0086] The subroutine 600 starts at 602 and proceeds to 604. At 604, the diagnostic system 104 identifies a set of reference points. For example, the diagnostic system 104 may identify ten reference points selected by a user after viewing various representations of the data set. Alternatively, the diagnostic system 104 may identify a number of statistically selected reference points or may combine input from a user with statistical analysis. In the study, the user selected ten reference points after viewing various representations of the data.

[0087] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 606, where it defines a reference centroid line based on the identified set of reference points. Figure 20 illustrates an example reference centroid line 702 defined based on the ten reference points identified by the user in the study.

[0088] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 608, where it determines the number of clusters in which to group the data. For example, in the study the diagnostic system 104 grouped the data into four clusters based on input from the user. Alternatively, the number of clusters could be determined statistically (by using, for example, dbscan clustering) or by using input from a user in combination with statistical analysis.

[0089] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 610, where it identifies centroid points for the corresponding number of clusters. This can be done by assigning each point to a cluster based on user input or statistical algorithms or on a combination thereof. See the discussion of clustering algorithms above. The respective parameter values for all the points assigned to a cluster are added together then the result is divided by the number of points in the cluster to obtain the parameter value for the centroid point. For example, if the diagnostic system 104 determined at act 608 to group the data into four clusters, the diagnostic system 104 would identify four centroid points, each point corresponding to a
cluster. Table 2, produced below, illustrates an example calculation of a centroid point for a cluster containing 5 data points in a 3 dimensional space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>X-parameter</th>
<th>Y-parameter</th>
<th>Z-parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point 1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point 2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point 3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point 4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point 5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0090] The number of points, the number of dimensions and the parameter values for Table 2 were selected for ease of illustration.

[0091] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 612, where it determines a corresponding nearest point on the reference centroid line for each identified centroid point.

[0092] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 614 where it calculates the difference between each centroid point and the nearest point on the reference centroid line. In the study this was done using the squared distance formula discussed above, without weighting. See Equation 1.

[0093] The diagnostic system proceeds to 616, where it adjusts the reference points based on the centroid points and the nearest reference points. In the study, this was done by adding the difference between the centroid point and the nearest point of a cluster to the reference points in that cluster.

[0094] The diagnostic system proceeds to 618, where it redefines the reference centroid line using the adjusted reference points and the centroid points for each cluster. In the study, this was done by connecting centroid lines for each cluster using geometric bending. An example redefined reference centroid line is illustrated in Figure 20 as line 704. The reference centroid line may be further refined using statistical analysis. For example, statistically insignificant points or points outside a defined radius may be removed from the data set. Calculations made by the diagnostic system 104 while employing the subroutine 600 may be stored for later use. For example, in clustering the data during the study the diagnostic system 104 determined the squared distance between the centroid points and the reference points. This data was stored for use in calculating standard deviation values.

[0095] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 620 where it returns the redefined centroid line and the value of any desired variables, such as user input. The diagnostic system proceeds to 622, where it stops.

[0096] In some embodiments, a system 100 may perform other acts not shown in Figure 19, may not perform all of the acts shown in Figure 19, or may perform the acts of Figure 19 in a different order. For example, the subroutine may be made more iterative. For example, the subroutine 600 may be modified so that the system 100 determines after act 616 whether the number of clusters should be modified, and if so returns to act 608. The subroutine 600 may also call other subroutines to perform various functions.

[0097] Figure 21 is a flow diagram illustrating an example subroutine 800 that may be employed by a diagnostic system, such as the diagnostic system 104 illustrated in Figure 1, to define a normal centroid line and a normal radius for a set of clusters.

[0098] The subroutine 800 starts at 802 and proceeds to 804. At 804, the diagnostic system 104 identifies a set of reference points. For example, the diagnostic system 104 may identify 10 reference points selected by a user after viewing various representations of the data set. Alternatively, the diagnostic system 104 may identify a number of statistically selected reference points or may identify the reference points based on statistical analysis combined with input from a user. In the study, a user selected the reference points after viewing various display representations of the data.

[0099] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 806, where it defines a reference centroid line based on the identified set of reference points. Figure 20 illustrates an example reference centroid line 702 defined based on ten points identified by the user in the study.

[0100] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 808, where it determines the number of clusters in which to group the data. For example, in the study the diagnostic system 104 grouped the data into four clusters based on input from the user.

[0101] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 810, where it identifies centroid points for the corresponding number of clusters. This can be done by assigning each point to a cluster based on user input or statistical algorithms or, as in the study, on a combination thereof. See the discussion of clustering algorithms above. The respective parameter values for all the points assigned to a cluster are added together then the result is divided by the number of points in the cluster.
to obtain the parameter value for the centroid point. For example, if the diagnostic system 104 determined at act 808 to
group the data into four clusters, the diagnostic system 104 would identify four centroid points, each point corresponding
to a cluster.

[0102] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 812, where it determines a corresponding nearest point on the reference
centroid line for each identified centroid point.

[0103] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 814 where it calculates the difference between each centroid point and
the nearest point on the reference centroid line. In the study this was done using the squared distance formula discussed
above, without weighting. See Equation 1.

[0104] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 816, where it adjusts the reference points based on the centroid points
and the nearest reference points by using input from the user, statistical analysis or a combination thereof. In the study,
the difference between the centroid point and the nearest point of a cluster was added to the reference points in that cluster.

[0105] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 818, where it redefines the reference centroid line using the adjusted
reference points and the centroid points for each cluster. In the study, this was done by connecting centroid lines for
each cluster using geometric bending. An example redefined reference centroid line is illustrated in Figure 20 as line 704.

[0106] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 820, where it defines a radius for the set of clusters. As noted above,
the radius may be a function of position on the reference centroid line or in the n-dimensional space. The reference
centroid line and radius may form various cluster shapes. For example, spherical clusters, hyperspheres or hyperellipsoids
may be defined by the reference centroid line and radius. Clusters may be shaped like sausages or barbells or various
other shapes. In the study, the user entered a radius for each cluster in the normal set of clusters, the radius being a
distance from a nearest point on the reference centroid line.

[0107] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 822, where it determines whether an error criteria is satisfied. For
example, the diagnostic system 104 may determine whether a statistically insignificant number of points are outside the
clusters defined by the reference centroid line and radius. If the criteria is satisfied, the diagnostic system 104
proceeds to 824, where the subroutine returns the defined centroid line and radius for the data set, as well as any other
desired variables. If the error criteria is not satisfied, the diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 826, where it adjusts the
data set. For example, the diagnostic system 104 may determine that statistically insignificant points in the data set
should be disregarded. The diagnostic system 104 returns to 810, for further processing of the adjusted data set.

[0108] Some embodiments of a system 100 may perform other acts not shown in Figure 21, may not perform all of
the acts shown in Figure 21, or may perform the acts of Figure 21 in a different order. For example, the subroutine may
be made more iterative. The subroutine 800 may also call other subroutines to perform various functions. For example,
the subroutine 800 may call a subroutine to determine whether the identified clusters should be reclustered, such as the
subroutine 900 illustrated in Figure 22.

[0109] Figure 22 is a flow diagram illustrating an example subroutine 900 that may be employed by a diagnostic
system, such as the diagnostic system 104 illustrated in Figure 1, to determine whether points in a data set are contained
within a set of clusters defined by a centroid line and radius. This information can be used by the diagnostic system 104
to, for example, determine whether a defined set of normal clusters should be redefined because too many cells are
classified as abnormal, or to detect abnormal cells in a test set of cells.

[0110] The subroutine starts at 902 and proceeds to 904. At 904 the diagnostic system 104 retrieves the data set and
proceeds to 906. At 906 the diagnostic system 104 sets a data field associated with each point in the data set to indicate
that the subroutine has not yet classified the point and proceeds to 908.

[0111] At 908 the diagnostic system 104 retrieves the points associated with a selected cluster from the data set and
proceeds to 910. At 910 the diagnostic system 104 determines whether an unclassified point associated with the selected
cluster is within the centroid line and radius for the selected cluster. This can be done by, for example, computing the
distance between the unclassified point and the nearest point on the centroid line for the cluster, classifying the point
as normal if the distance is less than the radius of the cluster at the nearest point on the centroid line, and classifying
the point as abnormal if the distance is not less than the radius of the cluster at the nearest point on the centroid line.
[0112] If the diagnostic system 104 determines at 910 that the point is within the selected cluster, the diagnostic system
104 proceeds to 912 where it classifies the cell as normal and indicates that the cell has been classified. If the diagnostic
system 104 determines at 910 that the point is not within the selected cluster, the diagnostic system 104 proceeds to
914 where it classifies the cell as abnormal and indicates that the cell has been classified. The same data field can be
employed to indicate whether a cell is unclassified, is classified as normal, or is classified as abnormal. Alternatively,
two or more data fields may be employed to indicate respectively whether a cell has been classified and if so whether
the cell is normal or abnormal.

[0113] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds from 912 or 914 to 916, where it determines whether all cells associated
with the selected cluster have been classified. If the answer at 916 is NO, the diagnostic system 104 returns to 910. If
the answer at 916 is YES, the diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 918. At 918 the diagnostic system 104 determines
whether all clusters in the set of clusters have been processed. If the answer at 918 is NO, the diagnostic system 104
returns to 908. If the answer at 918 is YES, the diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 920, where the subroutine 900 stops.
Some embodiments of a system 100 may perform other acts not shown in Figure 22, may not perform all of the acts shown in Figure 22, or may perform the acts of Figure 22 in a different order. For example, the subroutine 900 may be modified to process a data set sequentially, instead of processing the data a cluster at a time and without setting an indicator for whether a data point has been classified. The subroutine 900 may also call other subroutines, for example, the subroutine 900 may call a subroutine to calculate the distance between a point and the nearest point on a centroid line.

Data generated by the system 100, including data generated to define a normal cell lineage and data from a test sets of cells, may be represented in various formats and used for various purposes. For example, as discussed above, the data may be displayed as multiple 2 by 2 projections of the multi-dimensional data in a Cartesian coordinate system or as pseudo three-dimensional projections of the multi-dimensional data in a Cartesian coordinate system. See Figures 4-10 and 12-17, and 20, discussed above. Color or shading can be used to show additional dimensions. These methods of displaying the data are particularly helpful to the user in defining and redefining a normal centroid and radius for a given maturation lineage.

The data can also be displayed as a two-dimensional plot of continuous cell frequency along a defined centroid line. The position along the centroid line corresponds to a measure of time within the maturation process. Thus, a histogram may be generated displaying the group distribution of cells throughout the maturation process. Figures 23A and 23B (collectively Figure 23) illustrate plotting of a sampled continuous cell frequency along a defined normal centroid line for a B lymphoid cell lineage. A horizontal axis 1 corresponds to position along the defined centroid line. Four clusters 2, 3, 4, 5, corresponding to stages of maturation, are identified along the horizontal axis 1. A vertical axis 6 corresponds to the number of points in the data set at various sample points along the centroid line. In Figure 23, 108 sample points were selected for the centroid line as follows. Ten reference points along the centroid line were identified. Midpoints along the centroid line were calculated for the ten reference points, yielding 19 points. Six midpoints were then calculated for the 19 points, yielding 108 points. The percentage of total data points sampled for each cluster is displayed as well.

Additional specimens may be used to define the normal centroid and radius. For example, the two-tube, 4 color panel process described above could be used to stain a larger number of bone marrow specimens exhibiting normal antigen expression. These specimens could be selected from routine work flow, and may include specimens from bone marrow donors, patients without hematologic neoplasms, and patients post transplant with 100% donor chimerism who were transplanted for diseases that were not ALL. The specimens may include both pediatric and adult specimens. The additional specimens may be random, or selected with respect to desired criteria, such as sex, age or minority group. It is expected that selection by sex, age or minority group will not result in significant differences in the defined normal centroid and radius for B lymphoid maturation lineage.

The expanded data set may be used to assess the variability of cluster positions for the individuals from whom specimens are collected as well as differences in composition that are expected in a routine analysis of specimens. The data set may also include and/or be compared with data from patients with abnormal bone marrow specimens that are not a result of a clonal or neoplastic process, such as specimens from patients early post stem cell transplant containing only the most immature cells or patients treated with Rituxan (anti-CD20). In these patients the B lymphoid development in the bone marrow is truncated at the beginning of Stage II with any cells expressing CD20 being eliminated by the drug. The data set may also be compared to peripheral blood specimens that will contain only Stage IV cells.

Figure 24 is a flow diagram for an example subroutine 1000 that may be employed by a diagnostic system, such as the diagnostic system 104 illustrated in Figure 1, to compare a test set of data to a normal set of clusters defined by centroid points. This information can be used by the diagnostic system to, for example, determine whether a defined normal set of clusters should be redefined.

The subroutine starts at 1002 and proceeds to 1004. At 1004 the diagnostic system 104 retrieves the test data set and proceeds to 1006. At 1006 the diagnostic system 104 assigns the points in the test set of data to clusters, as discussed above, and proceeds to 1008. At 1008, the diagnostic system 104 determines a centroid point for each cluster in the test data set, as discussed above. For example, the diagnostic system could determine the parameter values for the centroid point of a cluster by adding the corresponding parameter values for each point in the cluster and dividing the result by the number of points in the cluster. Alternatively, the diagnostic system could use a statistically adjusted centroid point for the test data set. The diagnostic system 104 proceeds from 1008 to 1010.

At 1010, the diagnostic system 104 determines the corresponding statistical centroid points for each cluster based on previously analyzed data sets. For example, parameter values for a statistical centroid point could be determined by adding the corresponding parameter values for defined centroid points for a set of previously analyzed data sets and dividing the result by the number of data sets. The diagnostic system 104 proceeds from 1010 to 1012.

At 1012, the diagnostic system 104 determines whether an error criteria is satisfied for a cluster in the test data set. For example, the diagnostic system 104 may compare the log of the distance between the centroid point of the cluster and the corresponding statistical centroid point to a threshold value, such as 2.5. If the log of the distance is greater than the threshold value, the diagnostic system 104 may determine that the error criteria is not satisfied. Other error criteria may be employed.

If the diagnostic system 104 determines at 1012 that the error criteria for a cluster in the test data set is not
satisfied, the diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 1014, where an indication of an error is set for the cluster in the test
data set. If the diagnostic system 104 determines at 1012 that the error criteria for a cluster in the test data set is satisfied,
the diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 1016, where an indication of no error is set for the cluster in the test data set.

[0124] The diagnostic system 104 proceeds from 1014 or 1016 to 1018, where it determines whether all of the clusters
have been evaluated. If the diagnostic system 104 determines at 1018 that not all of the clusters
have been processed, the diagnostic system 104 returns to 1012. If the diagnostic system 104 determines at 1018 that
all of the clusters in the test set have been evaluated, the diagnostic system 104 proceeds to 1020, where the subroutine
1000 stops.

[0125] Some embodiments of a system 100 may perform other acts not shown in Figure 24, may not perform all of
the acts shown in Figure 24, or may perform the acts of Figure 24 in a different order. For example, the subroutine 1000
may be modified to sequentially compare all data sets in a normal set of data sets to determine which data sets should
be removed from the normal set of data sets.

[0126] Once the cluster boundaries (normal centroid and radius) are defined for a normal maturation lineage, a test
sample can be analyzed by subjecting it to the same reagent exposure and measurement protocols used on the data
sets used to define the normal maturation lineage. The results for the test data sample can then be compared to the
defined normal maturation lineage, allowing the test sample to be characterized and diagnosed. A system, such as the
system 100 illustrated in Figure 1, need only be provided with the definition of the normal cluster boundaries to diagnose
a test sample. Alternatively, the system 100 may be provided with the defined normal data set and the defined centroid
line and radius, or the system 100 may be provided with the defined normal data set and may determine the definition
of the normal cluster boundaries.

[0127] Figure 25 illustrates a data structure 1100 suitable for providing the definitions for the defined normal boundaries
for a cell lineage. The data structure 1100 and corresponding instructions can be stored in a computer readable media,
such as a memory, which may include the memory 112 illustrated in Figure 1, or portable memories, such as CD ROMs,
floppy disks and/or flash memories, and/or transmitted as a signal in a signal transmission media, such as a wired or
wireless media. The data structure 1100 has a header section 1102 describing the locations of the other sections of the
data structure 1100. A text section 1104 contains information that describes various aspects of the data structure 1100,
such as the number of clusters and how the centroid line and radius are defined. For example, the centroid line may be
defined by providing parameters for insertion into an equation or by providing reference points that are to be connected
together, or a combination thereof. Similarly, the radius may be defined by providing parameters for insertion into an
equation or fixed radius values for a cluster, or a combination thereof. For example, the radius may have a fixed value
within one cluster and may be a function of position within a second cluster. A centroid data section 1106 of the data
structure 1100 contains information defining the centroid line and a radius data section 1108 contains information defining
the radius. If desired, a normal data set used to define the normal centroid line and radius may be provided, either as
an additional data field in the data structure 1100 or in a separate data structure, such as the data structure 200 illustrated
in Figure 2.

[0128] The individual clusters may also be broken down into subclusters, which can be defined and analyzed using
processes similar to those discussed above. For example, the subroutine 800 illustrated in Figure 21 could be modified
to define a centroid line or point and radius for a subcluster and the subroutine 900 illustrated in Figure 22 could be
modified to determine whether a test set of cells contains a subcluster corresponding to a defined subcluster. It is
expected that dbscan clustering would be particularly useful in identifying subclusters corresponding to submaturation
level within a cluster corresponding to a maturation level within a cell lineage.

[0129] A system 100 can be used to diagnose a test data set by comparing the test data set to the defined normal
centroid line and radius for the cell lineage. The entire test data set can be compared to the defined normal and displayed
by a diagnostic system, such as the diagnostic system 100 in Figure 1, on a suitable display device or media, such as a
raster scan, an active or passive matrix display, or on a passive media, such as paper or vellum. Alternatively, data
events in the test data set lying within "normal" positions, specifically B lineage lymphoblasts, may be subtracted from
the test data set leaving an "abnormal" data set corresponding to residual populations of potential "abnormal" cells
(leukemic lymphoblasts). The remaining abnormal events can then be analyzed and displayed by a diagnostic system,
such as the diagnostic system 104 illustrated in Figure 1, and the user. The remaining abnormal events may define an
abnormal subset of the test set of data. Clustering techniques, such as those discussed above, can be used to identify
custers with the abnormal subset of the test set of data and statistical analysis can be employed to determine whether
any identified clusters within the abnormal subset are significant.

[0130] The system 100 may be tested before being employed to diagnose cancers. For example, a number of spec-
imens from patients with overt ALL may be stained and data collected for comparison to the normal specimens. It is
expected that these specimens will have identifiable normal cells that the system 100 will identify as well as CD19 positive
leukemic cells that will not fall within the boundaries defined by the normal centroid line and radius. It should be noted
that B lineage ALL leukemic cells all express CD19 and, therefore, will be included within the original gating strategy.

[0131] Testing of the system 100 may include mixing different proportions of data from the ALL patients with normal
specimens to mimic residual disease detection. For example, the system 100 may process 25 normal specimens and generate a defined centroid line and radius for a normal maturation lineage, which the system 100 may store in the memory 112 as digital objects. This information may be looped back with the statistical algorithms on a data file containing an aberrant cell cluster. The cell events confined to the region of normal clusters can be removed with the remaining events representing an "abnormal" cluster. The number and location of tumor cells expected in the mix can be compared to those identified. This can be done both before and after the "normal" cells are subtracted from the test data set.

[0132]  Smoothing algorithms, including averaging and filtering algorithms, may be employed to smooth the representation of the data. For example, a portion of one cluster could be averaged. For example, it may be known that the average maturation level for a portion of a particular cluster is a significant indicator of whether a test sample is normal, but that individual variances over that portion of the cluster are not significant.

[0133]  Data for two sets of data may be simultaneously displayed in this manner. For example, data from a test sample may be superimposed over data used to define the normal centroid line. A first color or other indicator could be used to illustrate the normal distribution and a second color or other indicator could be used to illustrate the distribution of the test specimen.

[0134]  More simplified displays of the data may be employed and compared for visual impact and ease of interpreting normal and/or abnormal development. For example, the proportions of cells in each of the four B lymphoid cell lineage stages may be plotted to represent the clusters identifiable in the data space. The total events in each of the four clusters may be displayed to represent the maturation of cells within normal bone marrow and/or to a test sample against a normal representation. The parameters of abnormal cells that can be depicted include: number of abnormal events, distance from normal, dispersion within the abnormal population, and cellular markers that distinguish the aberrant cells from normal.

[0135]  Figure 26 illustrates an example simplified representation of data gathered from a test sample superimposed on a representation of a defined normal data set. A horizontal axis 1 corresponds to an indication of maturation level of a cell lineage and indicates four stages 2, 3, 4, 5, corresponding to maturation level clusters within the cell lineage. A vertical axis 6 corresponds to an indication of the number of cells at various maturation levels. The indication may be, for example a percentage of the total number of cells within a stage or a logarithmic indicator. A band 7 illustrates a defined normal range for a sample. The band 7 may correspond, for example, to a standard deviation for a normal set of cells, or it may correspond to a defined centroid line and radius for a normal set of cells. A dashed-line 8 illustrates the results for a test sample.

[0136]  A quality control process may be employed. For example, bead preparations may be used to assess instrument performance, such as Rainbow beads (RCP and RFP, Spherotech, Libertyville, IL) which are plastic microspheres with dye embedded inside the particle insuring fluorescence stability. The RFP beads have only a single peak in each of the four fluorescence channels and are used as a primary standard. The RCP beads, a mixture of six intensity beads observed in all channels, serve as a secondary standard and provide data regarding linearity for each of the fluorescence detectors. Fluorescence emission spectral compensation is established and monitored by staining normal blood with anti-CD4 antibody conjugated with each of the chromophores used (FITC, PE, PerCP, and APC). Cells stained with these antibodies separately are analyzed to ensure fluorescence from the expected chromophore is detected only in the appropriate fluorescence channel (24). Each lot of reagent used in the assessment of cells is titered before it is placed into inventory. A titer of antibody yielding maximum fluorescence intensity is selected and specificity of reagent is checked for each new lot of antibodies.

[0137]  Using these quality control procedures, two flow cytometers experimentally generated identical results for the same specimen. In a study of normal adult blood using these quality control procedures, the intensity of CD4 on lymphocytes was found to be almost invariant for 21 individuals assayed on the two instruments collected over a period of eight months. The mean fluorescence intensity of CD4 for these 21 individuals was 1596 +/-116 standard deviation fluorescence units resulting in a CV of 7%. These results demonstrate that in a data space with a dynamic range of four decades, the biological variation from individual to individual for this one antigen is essentially nil. The amount of CD4 expressed on lymphocytes is, by itself, a biological standard. The quantification of the centroid line position (measured on immature bone marrow cells) may be compared to the variability of antigens expressed on normal mature blood cells, which will provide a basis for understanding the biological variation between individuals with respect to the intensity of antigen expression during maturation of blood cells not just on mature cells.

[0138]  The tolerance of a system, such as the system 100 illustrated in Figure 1, may be determined by changing the target value for the primary standard fluorescent quality control beads by a known amount (factors of 2, and 4). In other words, a system may be detuned by known amounts. Each channel may be tested separately and the channels may be tested together, after establishing proper compensation. For example, Bone marrow cells stained with the four color combinations may be collected under each setting and the data analyzed using the system to be tested. This will assess how far from optimum standard setup a system can operate and still permit correct identification of cells of the stages of development by the system. This performance then defines the tolerance required of a quality control program based on the ability of the system to identify the appropriate cell populations.
As would be recognized by the skilled artisan, the above methods can be used in a number of settings, including but not limited to diagnostics and disease and treatment monitoring.

The above examples are offered by way of illustration and not by way of limitation. Accordingly, the invention is not limited except as by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A diagnostic system comprising means to carry out a method of characterizing a test set of biological cells, comprising:
   a) mapping each cell in the test set of biological cells to a corresponding point in an n-dimensional space, wherein n ≥ 3 using a defined protocol wherein at least some of the n-dimensions are fluorescent intensity data of the cells, the corresponding points forming a test set of points;
   b) comparing the test set of points to a defined set of clusters of normal biological cells, i.e. a defined set of normal clusters, in the n-dimensional space, wherein each cluster in the defined set of normal clusters corresponds to a maturation level within a cell lineage, and wherein for the set of normal clusters, a reference centroid line and a radius are defined, the reference centroid line and the radius forming various cluster shapes, wherein the reference centroid line for the set of clusters is based on a set of reference points, and wherein the radius is a function of a position on the reference centroid line, wherein the reference centroid line and the radius are adjusted in an iterative manner using at least one of statistical analysis and user input wherein the adjusting includes determining a distance from an identified centroid point of each cluster and a nearest point on the reference centroid line;
   c) determining for each point of the test set of points based on the determined reference centroid line and radius whether it is outside the defined set of normal clusters based on the comparison; and
   d) characterizing the test set of biological cells based at least in part on a determination of an amount of abnormal cells in the test set of biological cells based on the determination of step c).

2. The diagnostic system of claim 1 wherein the reference centroid line for the set of clusters is based on a set of reference points and on centroid points of the clusters in the set of normal clusters.

3. The diagnostic system of claim 1, which is for diagnosing cancer and comprises, in addition to the steps of claim 1, steps as follows:
   a) exposing each cell in a normal set of biological cells to a plurality of four or more reagents using a first protocol;
   b) measuring a corresponding plurality of fluorescence intensities of each cell in the normal set of biological cells using a second protocol;
   c) mapping each cell in the normal set of biological cells to a corresponding point in an n-dimensional space based at least in part on the measured plurality of fluorescence intensities of the cell in the normal set of biological cells, wherein the corresponding points form a normal set of points, wherein defining the reference centroid line and radius for the set of normal clusters is based on the mapping of the normal set of points in the n-dimensional space;
   d) exposing each cell in the test set of biological cells to the plurality of reagents using the first protocol;
   e) measuring a corresponding plurality of fluorescence intensities of each cell in the test set of biological cells using the second protocol;
   f) mapping each cell in the test set of biological cells to a corresponding point in an n-dimensional space based at least in part on the measured plurality of fluorescence intensities of the cell in the test set of biological cells, wherein the corresponding points form a test set of points; comparing the test set of points to the set of normal clusters; and
   g) characterizing and diagnosing the test set of biological cells based on the comparison.

4. The diagnostic system of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
   a) mapping each cell in a normal set of biological cells to a corresponding point in an n-dimensional space using the defined protocol, wherein the corresponding points form a normal set of points, wherein defining the reference centroid line and radius for the set of normal clusters in the n-dimensional space is based on the mapping of the normal set of points in the n-dimensional space.

5. The diagnostic system of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
representing the test set of points in a Cartesian coordinate display comprising a first axis corresponding to a
cell maturation within a cell lineage and a second axis corresponding to a frequency of occurrence; and
representing in the Cartesian coordinate display the set of normal clusters in the n-dimensional space.

6. The diagnostic system of any of the preceding claims for diagnosing cancer, wherein at least one cluster in the set
of clusters is a hyperellipsoid.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Diagnosesystem, umfassend Mittel zum Durchführen eines Verfahrens zur Charakterisierung eines Satzes von
Tests von biologischen Zellen, umfassend

a) Kartierung einer jeden Zelle in dem Satz von Tests von biologischen Zellen an einen korrespondierenden
Punkt in einem n-dimensionalen Raum, wobei n \( \geq 3 \) ist, unter einem definierten Protokoll, wobei zumindest
 einige der n-Dimensionen Fluoreszenzidentitätsdaten der Zellen sind, wobei die korrespondierenden Punkte
einen Satz von Tests von Punkten ausbilden;
b) Vergleichen des Satzes von Test von Punkten mit einem definierten Satz von Clustern von normalen biolo-
gischen Zellen, d. h., einem definierten Satz von Normal-Clustern mit einem n-dimensionalen Raum, wobei ein
ejeder Cluster in dem definierten Satz von Normal-Clustern mit dem Reifungsgrad innerhalb einer Zelllinie kor-
respondiert und wobei für den Satz von normalen Clustern eine Referenzzentroid-Linie und ein Radius definiert
werden, wobei die Referenzzentroid-Linie und der Radius verschiedene Clusterformen ausbilden, wobei die
Referenzzentroid-Linie für den Satz von Clustern auf einem Satz von Referenzpunkten basiert und wobei der
Radius eine Funktion einer Position der Referenzzentroid-Linie ist, wobei die Referenzzentroid-Linie und der
Radius in interaktiver Weise angepasst werden unter Verwendung von zumindest einer von statistischer Analyse
und Benutzereingabe, wobei das Anpassen das Bestimmen eines Abstands von einem identifizierten Zentro-
idpunkt von jedem Cluster und einem nächsten Punkt auf der Referenzzentroid-Linie einschließt;
Bestimmen für jeden Punkt des Satzes von Tests von Punkten, basierend auf der be stimmten Referenzzentroid-
Linie und dem Radius, ob er außerhalb des definierten Satzes von Normal-Clustern basierend auf dem Vergleich
liegt; und
c) Charakterisieren des Satzes von Tests der biologischen Zellen, basierend auf zumindest einem Teil auf der
Bestimmung einer Menge von abnormalen Zellen in dem Satz von Tests von biologischen Zellen, basierend
auf der Bestimmung von Schritt c).

2. Das Diagnosesystem von Anspruch 1, wobei die Referenzzentroid-Linie für den Satz von Clustern auf einen Satz

3. Das Diagnosesystem von Anspruch 1, welches zur Diagnose von Krebs ist und zusätzlich zu den Schritten von
Anspruch 1 folgende Schritte umfasst:

Aussetzen einer jeden Zelle in einen normalen Satz von biologischen Zellen gegen eine Vielzahl von vier oder
mehr Regenzenzien unter Verwendung eines ersten Protokolls;
Messen einer korrespondierenden Vielzahl von Fluoreszenzintensitäten einer jeden Zelle in dem normalen Satz
von biologischen Zellen unter Verwendung eines zweiten Protokolls;
Kartieren einer jeden Zelle in dem normalen Satz von biologischen Zellen an einen korrespondierenden Punkt
in einem n-dimensionalen Raum, basierend zumindest teilweise auf der gemessenen Vielzahl von Fluoreszen-
zintensitäten der Zelle in dem normalen Satz von biologischen Zellen, wobei die korrespondierenden Punkte
einen normalen Satz von Punkten ausbilden, wobei die Definition der Referenzzentroid-Linie und des Radius
für den Satz von normalen Clustern auf dem Kartieren des normalen Satzes von Punkten im n-dimensionalen
Raum basiert;
Aussetzen einer jeden Zelle in den Satz von Tests von biologischen Zellen gegen eine Vielzahl von Regenzi-
en unter Verwendung des ersten Protokolls;
Messen einer korrespondierenden Vielzahl von Fluoreszenzintensitäten einer jeden Zelle in dem Satz von Tests
der biologischen Zellen unter Verwendung des zweiten Protokolls;
Kartieren einer jeden Zelle in dem Satz von Tests von biologischen Zellen an einen korrespondierenden Punkt
in einem n-dimensionalen Raum, basierend auf zumindest teilweise der gemessenen Vielzahl von Fluoreszen-
zintensitäten der Zelle in dem Satz von Tests von biologischen Zellen, wobei die korrespondierenden Punkte
einen Satz von Tests von Punkten ausbilden; Vergleich des Satzes von Tests der Punkte mit dem Satz von
normalen Clustern; und
Charakterisieren und Diagnostizieren des Satzes von Tests der biologischen Zellen, basierend auf dem Ver- gleich.

4. Das Diagnosesystem von Anspruch 1, desweiteren umfassend die Schritte von:


5. Das Diagnosesystem von Anspruch 1, desweiteren umfassend die Schritte von:

Repräsentieren des Satzes von normalen Clustern im n-dimensionalen Raum in der kartesischen Koordina- tenanzeige.


Revendications

1. Système de diagnostic comprenant un moyen de mise en oeuvre d’un procédé de caractérisation d’un ensemble d’essai de cellules biologiques, comprenant :

a) le mappage de chaque cellule dans l’ensemble d’essai de cellules biologiques avec un point correspondant dans un espace à n dimensions, dans lequel n \( \geq 3 \) en utilisant un protocole défini où au moins certaines des n dimensions sont des données d’intensité de fluorescence des cellules, les points correspondants formant un ensemble d’essai de points ;

b) la comparaison de l’ensemble d’essai de points à un ensemble défini de grappes de cellules biologiques normales, c’est-à-dire un ensemble défini de grappes normales, dans l’espace à n dimensions, dans lequel chaque grille dans l’ensemble défini de grappes normales correspond à un niveau de maturation au sein d’une lignée de cellules, et dans lequel, pour l’ensemble de grappes normales, une ligne centroïde de référence et un rayon sont définis, la ligne centroïde de référence et le rayon formant diverses formes de grille, dans lequel la ligne centroïde de référence pour l’ensemble de grappes est basée sur un ensemble de points de référence, et dans lequel le rayon est une fonction d’une position de la ligne centroïde de référence, dans lequel la ligne centroïde de référence et le rayon sont ajustés de manière itérative en utilisant au moins un élément parmi une analyse statistique et une entrée de l’utilisateur, dans lequel l’ajustement inclut la détermination d’une distance d’un point centroïde identifié de chaque grille à un point le plus proche sur la ligne centroïde de référence ;

c) la caractérisation pour chaque point de l’ensemble d’essai de points, sur base de la ligne centroïde de référence et du rayon déterminés, du fait qu’il se trouve ou non à l’extérieur de l’ensemble défini de grappes normales sur base de la comparaison ; et
d) la caractérisation de l’ensemble d’essai de cellules biologiques sur base, au moins en partie, de la détermi- nation d’une quantité de cellules anormales dans l’ensemble d’essai de cellules biologiques sur base de la détermination de l’étape c).

2. Système de diagnostic selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la ligne centroïde de référence pour l’ensemble de grappes est basée sur un ensemble de points de référence et sur des points de centroïde des grappes dans l’ensemble de grappes normales.

3. Système de diagnostic selon la revendication 1 destiné à un diagnostic de cancer et comprenant, outre les étapes de la revendication 1, les étapes suivantes :
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exposition de chaque cellule dans un ensemble normal de cellules biologiques à une pluralité de quatre réactifs ou plus en utilisant un premier protocole ;
mesure d'une pluralité correspondante d'intensités de fluorescence de chaque cellule de l'ensemble normal de cellules biologiques en utilisant un deuxième protocole ;
mappage de chaque cellule dans l'ensemble normal de cellules biologiques avec un point correspondant dans un espace à n dimensions sur base, au moins en partie, de la pluralité d'intensités de fluorescence mesurées de chaque cellule dans l'ensemble normal de cellules biologiques, dans lequel les points correspondants forment un ensemble normal de points, dans lequel la définition de la ligne centroïde de référence et du rayon pour l'ensemble de grappes normales est basée sur le mappage de l'ensemble normal de points dans l'espace à n dimensions ;
exposition de chaque cellule dans l'ensemble d'essai de cellules biologiques à une pluralité de réactifs en utilisant le premier protocole ;
mesure d'une pluralité correspondante d'intensités de fluorescence de chaque cellule dans l'ensemble d'essai de cellules biologiques en utilisant le deuxième protocole ;
mappage de chaque cellule dans l'ensemble d'essai de cellules biologiques avec un point correspondant dans un espace à n dimensions sur base, au moins en partie, de la pluralité d'intensités de fluorescence mesurées de la cellule dans l'ensemble d'essai de cellules biologiques, dans lequel les points correspondants forment un ensemble d'essai de points ;
comparaison de l'ensemble d'essai de points à l'ensemble de grappes normales ; et
caractérisation et diagnostic de l'ensemble d'essai de cellules biologiques sur base de la comparaison.

4. Système de diagnostic selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre l'étape suivante :
mappage de chaque cellule dans un ensemble normal de cellules biologiques avec un point correspondant dans un espace à n dimensions en utilisant le protocole défini, dans lequel les points correspondants forment un ensemble normal de points, dans lequel la définition de la ligne centroïde de référence et du rayon pour l'ensemble de grappes normales dans l'espace à n dimensions est basée sur le mappage de l'ensemble normal de points dans l'espace à n dimensions.

5. Système de diagnostic selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre les étapes suivantes :
représentation de l'ensemble d'essai de points dans un affichage à coordonnées cartésiennes comprenant un premier axe correspondant à une maturation de cellule dans une lignée de cellules et un deuxième axe correspondant à une fréquence d'occurrence ; et
représentation dans l'affichage à coordonnées cartésiennes de l'ensemble de grappes normales dans l'espace à n dimensions.

6. Système de diagnostic selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes pour un diagnostic de cancer, dans lequel au moins une grappe de l'ensemble de grappes est un hyper-ellipsoïde.
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